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THE RESOURCES PROVIDED

 THE POND
Durable, wipe clean, transportable ‘pond ‘mat
which forms the focus for your Rainbow Pond Music
activities. It is reccomended that children wear shoes
or bare feet to reduce the risk of slippage. It is not
reccomended for children to walk or jump on the pond.
 CHARACTER MATS
88 character mats (machine washable at low
temperature) that are used in music making.
Extra light green frog and tadpole mats are provided
to be used to teach rhythm. Doubling up as an F note
when moving on to pitch. There are 16 lily pads to
illustrate pulse and rests (silences).
 STICKERS
Non permanent stickers are provided so that you can
customise your existing pitched instruments. These
can then be used alone or in conjunction with the
Rainbow range of instruments.
 Teaching Folder
The Teaching folder is divided into easy to access
sections, see index page 3 for further details.

 Disc 1 All materials are also available digitally on
the Media Disk. You have permission to make as many
copies of resources as you need for your setting, but
normal copyright remain in duplicating for other
places and for resale .
The Media Disk also contains the support films - index
can be found at the back of the folder, along with the
CD track listings.
 Disc 2
This Audio CD contains 48 tracks which support the
lesson plans and ‘chance to play’ continuous provision
activities.
Song tracks are included with and without vocals.
Tracks are also provided with gaps to create new
patterns in ‘play in the gap’ activities.
You will find a bonus track on the end called ‘Rainbow
Rag’ (track 48) this is an example of ‘start stop’ music,
ideal to use as a warm up or warm down, where
children can freely explore the instruments along with
the track (unpitched percussion is recommended) and
learn when to stop when the music stops. Have fun!
 LAYOUTS
Hessian bag to help you transport your character mats
and pond when working outside of the classroom
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